LetĜ be a graph obtained from a graph G with no loops or coloops by replacing each edge e = uw of G by a connected graph He that has only the vertices u and w in common with the rest ofĜ. Two mutually dual formulas are proved for the Tutte polynomial ofĜ in terms of parameters of the graphs He and (in the one case) ow polynomials of subgraphs of G or (in the other case) tension polynomials of contractions of G. This generalizes the results of Read and Whitehead on homeomorphism classes of graphs.
Introduction
This paper was motivated by some results of Read and Whitehead [3, 4] and by a long and stimulating conversation with Alan Sokal which suggested ways in which these results might be generalized. However, while the emphasis in [3, 4] was on two new polynomials, the chain and sheaf polynomials, the present paper focuses on the underlying duality. We start by summarizing the relevant results from Read and Whitehead [3, 4] .
Let G = (V; E) be a graph with n vertices, m edges and c components. Throughout the paper, we allow graphs to contain loops and parallel edges. Suppose that a positive integer m e is associated with each edge e of G. Let G s and G p be the series and parallel expansions of G, obtained by replacing each edge e = uw of G by, respectively, a chain (path) of m e edges connecting u and w, and a sheaf of m e parallel edges with endvertices u and w.
Let the ow polynomial, tension polynomial and chromatic polynomial of G be denoted by, respectively, F(G; q), N (G; q) and P(G; q), so that P(G; q) = q c N (G; q).
For a set Y ⊆ E of edges of G, write (Y ):= e∈Y m e , and let G − Y and G=Y denote the graphs obtained from G by, respectively, deleting and contracting all the edges in Y ; note that we do not delete any loops or parallel edges formed by contracting edges in Y . The two main results of [3] , Eqs. (3.2) and (7:8), can be expressed in the following form: As Read and Whitehead point out, (1.1) is very similar to Nagle's expansion of the chromatic polynomial [2] , although Nagle did not mention the connection with ow polynomials. The duality becomes marginally clearer if (1.1) and (1.2) are rephrased in terms of the tension polynomial rather than the chromatic polynomial:
and
Note that n−c and m−n+c are the rank and corank of G, respectively; these quantities appear frequently in what follows. (The corank is also called the cycle rank or cyclomatic number of G. Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4) are essentially the same as (7:10) and (7:9) of [3] , which are expressed in terms of the tree chromatic polynomial (−1) n−1 N (G; q); but there seems to be a factor (−1) |U | missing from the summand in (7:9), and (7:10) assumes that G is connected.) The existence of expansions of this type is not surprising, but the interchange of N and F is intriguing and merits further study.
In [4] the authors extend (1.3) to the Tutte polynomial T (G; x; y) by proving, in e ect, that
where q = (x−1)(y−1) (although their formula looks di erent from (1.5) because their "Tutte polynomial" is (x − 1) c−1 times ours). The dual result of this, which similarly extends (1.4), is that
We shall give the appropriate deÿnitions and prove the above equations in Section 2.
In Sections 3 and 4 we shall generalize these equations by allowing the sheaves and paths in G s and G p to be replaced by arbitrary connected graphs.
Deÿnitions and proofs of the basic results
Let G = (V; E) be a graph with n vertices, m edges and c components. LetG be an orientation of G, obtained by assigning an arbitrary but ÿxed orientationẽ to each edge e of G. LetẼ denote the set of oriented edges ofG. For a positive integer q, by a q-chain of G we mean what topologists would call a 1-chain with coe cients in Z q , namely, a map c :Ẽ → Z q . (It makes no di erence to anything in this paper if, for some values of q; Z q is replaced by a di erent additive abelian group of order q; but it confers no advantage either.)
Let c be a q-chain. Then c is a q-tension if there is a function p : V → Z q (called a potential function) such that, for each oriented edgeẽ = uw of G, c(ẽ) = p(w)−p(u); c is a q-ow if, for each vertex v ∈ V , 1 c(ẽ) = 2 c(ẽ), where 1 denotes summation over all edgesẽ incident with v and oriented towards v, and 2 denotes summation over all edgesẽ incident with v and oriented away from v; and c is nowhere zero if, for eachẽ ∈Ẽ, c(ẽ) = 0.
The ow polynomial F(G; q) gives, for each positive integer q, the number of nowhere-zero q-ows onG. (It is easy to see that this is independent of the orientationG of G.) In a similar way, the tension polynomial N (G; q) gives, for each positive integer q, the number of nowhere-zero q-tensions onG. A potential function p of a q-tension t can be thought of as a q-colouring, which is proper if and only if t is nowhere zero. It is not di cult to see that p is uniquely determined by t if we know the value of p(v) for one vertex v in each component of G; since each such p(v) can take any of q values,
The Tutte polynomial of G was called the dichromate by Tutte, who introduced it in [7] . It can be deÿned as
where c(X ) is the number of components of the subgraph X G = (V; X ) (that is, the subgraph containing all the vertices of G and just the edges in X ). The tension and ow polynomials then satisfy the equations
(see for example [1] ). It is now straightforward to prove two expansions for T (G; x; y).
Theorem 2.1.
where q = (x − 1)(y − 1).
by (2.4) applied to G − Y . This proves (2.5). Similarly
by (2.3) applied to G=Y , since for each X ⊇ Y the graph X \Y G=Y = X G =Y has |X | − |Y | edges and the same number c(X ) of components as X G , and G=Y has the same number c of components as G. This proves (2.6) and so completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
The following equations now follow immediately from Theorem 2.1 and (2.3) and (2.4) on putting x = 1 − q and y = 1 − q, respectively.
It is now easy to prove (1.1) -(1. 
contains some but not all of the edges of a sheaf that has replaced an edge of G, since then G p =Y p contains a loop; and N (G p =Y p ; q) = N (G=Y; q) if Y p is the union of all sheaves of parallel edges corresponding to some subset Y ⊆ E.
Generalizations
We start with modest generalizations of the tension and ow polynomials, which provide alternative ways of looking at the Tutte polynomial.
Let N (G; q; y) be the generating function in which, for each nonnegative integer k, the coe cient of y k is the number of q-tensions onG that are zero on exactly k edges. Then N (G; q) is the constant term of N (G; q; y) when thought of as a polynomial in y. Similarly, let F(G; q; x) be the generating function in which, for each nonnegative integer k, the coe cient of x k is the number of q-ows onG that are zero on exactly k edges. Then F(G; q) is the constant term of F(G; q; x) when thought of as a polynomial in x. Now, if Y ⊆ E, then the tensions that are zero precisely on edges of Y are in 1 : 1 correspondence with the nowhere-zero tensions of G=Y , and the ows that are zero precisely on edges of Y are in 1 : 1 correspondence with the nowhere-zero ows of G − Y . Thus,
Comparing these equations with (2.6) and (2.5) we see that, if we deÿne x or y as necessary so that (x − 1)(y − 1) = q, then
and therefore
To generalize these ideas further, we allow x and y to be di erent for di erent edges. That is, we associate a pair of variables x e and y e with each edge e of G, which however are not independent but are related so that (x e − 1)(y e − 1) = q; (3.6) and we write x; y : E → R\{1} for the functions such that x(e) = x e and y(e) = y e for each edge e ∈ E. For a q-tension t :Ẽ → Z q , let y e (t):=y e if t(ẽ) = 0 and y e (t):=1 otherwise. Then we can deÿne a generalized tension polynomial N (G; q; y) by N (G; q; y) = t e∈E y e (t); where the sum is over all q-tensions t onG. (The analogous generalized chromatic polynomial P(G; q; y), deÿned by P(G; q; y) = q c N (G; q; y), is essentially the partition function for the q-state Potts model (see for example [5] ).) In a similar way, for a q-ow f :Ẽ → Z q , let x e (f):=x e if f(ẽ) = 0 and x e (f):=1 otherwise. Then we can deÿne a generalized ow polynomial F(G; q; x) by
where the sum is over all q-ows f onG. Now the reasoning that gave rise to (3.1) and (3.2) also shows that There does not seem to be any analogue of (3.3) or (3.4) for N (G; q; y) and F(G; q; x), but the following theorem is analogous to (3.5) and expresses the relationship between N (G; q; y) and F(G; q; x).
Theorem 3.1. Proof. Since (x e − 1)(y e − 1) = q by (3.6) for each edge e ∈ E, (3.9) and (3.10) are equivalent. We shall prove (3.10). There may be a direct way of doing this, but I do not know of one. Instead, we shall use induction on m, the number of edges. Note that the result holds if m = 0, when n = c and both sides of (3.10) are equal to 1. So suppose m ¿ 0 and let e be an arbitrary edge of G. Suppose ÿrst that e is a loop. Then all the tensions and ows inG are obtained from tensions and ows inG −ẽ by assigning zero tension and arbitrary ow toẽ . Thus N (G; q; y) = y e N (G − e ; q; y) (3.11) and F(G; q; x) = (x e + q − 1)F(G − e ; q; x)
= (x e − 1)y e F(G − e ; q; x) (3.12)
by (3.6), where by a slight abuse of terminology we write x and y here to denote the restrictions of these functions to G − e . Thus where (3.13) is obtained by applying the induction hypothesis to G − e , and (3.14) follows by (3.12). But, by (3.6), (3.14) is the same as the RHS of (3.10). The argument, if e is a coloop (cut-edge), is virtually identical to that above, with ows and tensions interchanged. So suppose that e is neither a loop nor a coloop.
Then N (G; q; y) = N (G − e ; q; y) − N (G=e ; q; y) + y e N (G=e ; q; y) (3.15) = N (G − e ; q; y) + (y e − 1)N (G=e ; q; y); (3.16) where the ÿrst two terms on the RHS of (3.15) are the contributions of the q-tensions that are nonzero onẽ , and the last term is the contribution of those that are zero oñ e (which correspond to q-tensions of G=e ). In a similar way, F(G; q; x) = F(G=e ; q; x) − F(G − e ; q; x) + x e F(G − e ; q; x) (3.17) = F(G=e ; q; x) + (x e − 1)F(G − e ; q; x); (3.18)
where the ÿrst two terms on the RHS of (3.17) are the contributions of the q-ows that are nonzero onẽ , and the last term is the contribution of those that are zero onẽ . Thus, by (3.16), here (3.19) is obtained by applying the induction hypothesis to G − e and G=e , (3.20) follows by (3.6), and (3.21) follows by (3.18 ). This completes the proof of (3.10) and hence of Theorem 3.1.
Combining (3.10) with (3.8) and (3.9) with (3.7) we obtain the following corollary. In order to investigate the e ect of replacing an edge of G with another graph, we borrow ideas from Sokal [6] . Choose an edge e of G that is neither a loop nor a coloop, and write N (G; q; y) = A(G; e )y e + B(G; e ) (3.22) and F(G; q; x) = C(G; e )x e + D(G; e ); (3.23) where B(G; e ) is the sum of all terms of (3.7) that do not contain y e , and D(G; e ) is the sum of all terms of (3.8) that do not contain x e . By (3.15) and (3.17), we see that since (x e − 1)(y e − 1) = q. Deÿne R:=( e∈E\{e } (y e − 1))=q m−n+c . Equating coecients in (3.30), we see that A = (C + D)R and B = (Cq − C − D)R = (x(G; e ) − 1)DR by (3.28). Thus (q − 1)A − B = qDR, and, by (3.28) again, the LHS of (3.29) is (B=DR)(qDR=B) = q, as required.
To see the e ect of replacing an edge by another graph, let the end vertices of e in G be u and w, and let H be a connected graph such that G ∩ H = {u; w}. Assume we are given functions x; y : E(G ∪ H ) → R\{1} such that x(e) = x e , y(e) = y e and (x e − 1)(y e − 1) = q, for each edge e of G ∪ H . By a slight abuse of terminology we shall write F(G; q; x), N (H; q; y), etc., where x and y stand here for the restrictions of these functions to the edge-set of the relevant graph. Let x ; y : E(G) → R\{1} be the functions such that x (e) = x e :=x e and y (e) = y e :=y e for each e ∈ E(G)\{e }, and x (e ) = x e :=x(H ∪ {e }; e ), and y (e ) = y e :=y(H ∪ {e }; e ).
Lemma 3.4.
Proof. For convenience let us write G − :=G − e and H + :=H ∪ {e }. If J denotes G or H + , let N i (J; q; y) denote the contribution to N (J; q; y) of the q-tensions that take value i onẽ if i = 0, and denote 1=y e times this contribution if i = 0. Similarly, let F i (J; q; x) denote the contribution to F(J; q; x) of the q-ows that take value i onẽ if i = 0, and denote 1=x e times this contribution if i = 0. Now, it is easy to see that each q-tension of G − ∪ H corresponds to a pair of q-tensions of G and H + that agree oñ e ; and each q-ow of G − ∪ H corresponds to a pair of q-ows of G and H + that are equal in value but opposite in direction onẽ . Thus
(The deÿnitions of N 0 (J; q; y) and F 0 (J; q; x) contain factors of 1=y e and 1=x e to cancel out the factors of y e and x e that are introduced by the zero tension or zero ow on edge e , which is present in G and in H + but not in G − ∪ H .) Now, by (3.22) and (3.23) , N 0 (J; q; y) = A(J; e ), i∈Zq\{0} N i (J; q; y) = B(J; e ); F 0 (J; q; x) = C(J; e ), and i∈Zq\{0} F i (J; q; x) = D(J; e ). We claim that N i (J; q; y) = B(J; e )=(q − 1) and F i (J; q; x) = D(J; e )=(q − 1) for each i ∈ Z q \{0}. This is easy to see if q is a prime number, when Z q is a ÿeld, since then the q-tensions or q-ows taking value a = 0 on e can be mapped into those taking value b = 0 on e by multiplying every tension or ow value by b=a. However, it su ces to prove (3.31) and (3.32) when q is a prime number, since this implies that they are identities that are true for all values of q. So let us assume that q is prime. Then substituting the above values into (3.33) we see that , we see that in order to obtain N (G − ∪ H; q; y) from N (G; q; y) we must replace y e by y(H + ; e ) (that is, replace y by y ), and multiply by B(H + ; e )=(q − 1). That is exactly what (3.31) says. In a similar way, using (3.34) instead of (3.33), we get (3.32).
We now have all we need to prove our main result, which we do in the next section.
The main result
Let G = (V; E) be a graph without loops or coloops, with n vertices, m edges and c components. LetĜ be a graph obtained from G by replacing each edge e = uw of G by a connected graph H e that has only the vertices u and w in common with the rest ofĜ. Let x, y and q be parameters such that (x − 1)(y − 1) = q. For each edge e = uw ∈ E, let H =e denote the graph (H e ∪ {e})=e obtained from H e by identifying the vertices u and w, and deÿne Let x; y denote the functions on E such that x(e) = x e and y(e) = y e for each edge e ∈ E. Let us also write (G):=n − c and (G):=m − n + c for the rank and corank of G, respectively. (As mentioned earlier, the corank is the same as the cycle rank or cyclomatic number of G.) Our main result is the following. = e∈E e (x e − 1) where the functions x; y of (3.24) -(3.27) are replaced by the constant functions that take the values x; y, respectively, on every edge of H e . It follows from (3.29) that (x e − 1)(y e − 1) = q for every edge e ∈ E = E(G), so that Corollary 3.2 holds (with x; y as deÿned in this section). Applying Lemma 3.4 repeatedly, we ÿnd that N (Ĝ; q; y) = As a sample application of Theorem 4.1, and to continue the theme of Read and Whitehead [3, 4] of homeomorphism classes of graphs, let H e be a path of m e edges with the same end vertices as e, for each edge e ∈ E, so thatĜ = G s , the series expansion of G as deÿned in Section 1. Then H =e is an m e -cycle, and it is quite easy to see that Eliminating N (H =e ; q; y) from (4.2) and (4.4) we ÿnd that Putting x = 0 in the ÿrst of these gives the RHS of (2.8), which is not surprising since, clearly, F(G s ; q) = F(G; q). There are analogous dual expressions obtained by applying (4.5) and (4.7) to G p , the parallel expansion of G.
It is not clear how useful Theorem 4.1 is likely to be in practice, but it shows that the results of Read and Whitehead's are part of a more general picture.
